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Abstract: 4G is a upcoming technology which has various 

applications as considered to its prior generation. Its very 

preceding generation 3G has a very great impact on humans 

life. Internet has become a day to day requirement for every 

user. In every cell phone we have internet connection 

providing all the benefits related to internet surfing. 1G was 

simply analog based technology whereas 2G provided 

internet connection by which users where able to read their 

mails and other important services. 3G was network superior 

to 2G network by using 3G we can download music, videos, 

images etc we can surf Facebook, YouTube and various other 

services. 4G is a convergent architecture which supports 

various networks along with cellular network on his cell 

phone 4G supports a network where it promises to provide 

internet connection on his/her phone where ever he goes . But 

already launched 4G networks are just providing increase in 

data speeds but not providing all applications to user. In this 

paper we are proposing a solution to the above problem 

where it scans for all available network if 4G network is not 

available and according to the usage bill is generated for the 

user.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is a great buzz in the world of wireless 

communication. Everyone is talking about 4G, What 

exactly 4G is? How will it have a impact on us? 4G is 

acronym for fourth generation technology for mobile 

communication. 4G is next generation technology that will 

be used by cellular phone companies and internet service 

providers to deliver superior video quality and data apart 

from voice. 4G is fully IP based integrated systems 

achieved after the convergence of wired and wireless 

networks as well as computers, Consumer electronics and 

communication technology and several other networks 

that will be able to provide data speed of 100Mb/s and 

1Gb/s respectively in outdoor and indoor environments 

with end-to-end quality of service and high security 

offering any kind of service anytime anywhere at 

affordable cost and one billing.  

“4G”—‘connect anytime, anywhere and anyhow’ 
providing ubiquitous services to users at high speed it has 

become a topic of great interest in wireless technology 

now. 4G seems to be the solution to the increasing 

requirements of users and limitations of previous techno-

logy. Wireless telecommunication can be classified into 

various generation Each generation has been a giant stride 

which revolutionized the field og mobile communication. 

The era of mobile communication began with 1G in 1980 

where all the systems where based on analog signal 

technology voice was considered to be the main traffic. 

Various 1G standards where AMPS, NMT, FDMA and 

TDMA. In 1990 1G was replaced with 2G which provided 

rich set of services such as high quality voice and global 

mobility based on digital signal technology 2G included 

standards such as GSM and GPRS . Both 1G and 2G are 

based on circuit switched technology for data 

communication ta low speed. 2G was followed with 2.5G 

which was intermittent between 2G and 3G. It uses 

infrastructure of GSM and CDMA to provide its services. 

Presently 2.5G is replaced with 3G which uses standards 

from 2.5G and also some other standards such as WiMAX 

.It is totally packet switched technology providing broad 

range of high quality services to the end user to meet the 

demand of high data rate and increasing rate of internet 

users. But 3G was unable to repeat the success story of 2G 

as it  provided only new features over 2G. This idea was 

beyond the imagination of ordinary mobile user promising  

“connect anytime anywhere anyhow” This ubiquitous 
network will be achieved seamlessly integrating the 

available and new network using the core IP based 

network layer. This vision is called as 4G network.     

1.1 Wireless  System Evolution  
A. First Generation: Almost all systems from this 

generation are analog based systems where voice was 

considered to be the main traffic. Some of the standard are 

NMS, AMPS,CDPD etc. 

B. Second Generation: all the standards belonging to 

this generation are commercially centric and they are 

digital in form the standards are GSM, D-AMPS, PDC, 

GPRS etc. 

C. Third Generation: To meet the growing demand of 

subscribers, data rates for high speed transfer and 

multimedia application 3G started evolving The standards 

are linear enhancement of 2G systems. 

D. Fourth Generation: According to 4G working 

groups all the standards from 2G to 4G will be 

implemented. In 4G the infrastructure will be purely 

packet based, all-IP. The technology which is being called 

4G though not officially are a s follows: WiMAX, LTE, 

WiBro, 3GPP LTE, 3GPP Ultra Mobile Broadband. 

1.2 Technical definition of 4G 
The approaching 4G mobile communication systems are  

projected to solve still remaining problems of 3G system 

and to provide wide variety of new services from high 

quality voice to high quality video to high data rate 

wireless channel. The term 4G is  used broadly to  include 

several types of wireless channel not only cellular 

telecommunication system. One of the term used to 

describe 4G is MAGIC: Mobile multimedia, anytime 
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anywhere, global mobility , Integrated wireless solution 

and customized personal services. The  4G systems that 

not only promises the next generation networks but will 

also support fixed wireless networks The features of 4G 

systems might be summarized with one word integration.  

 

II. LEAP TOWARDS 4G 
 

The vision which considered 4G as extension to 3G 

services is called linear 4G vision. But the extent of 4G 

capabilities goes beyond cellular services. Envisioning 4G 

as high speed delivery of services via the most efficient 

network available from the pool of wireless networks is 

called concurrent 4G vision. One of the major reason for 

3G not repeating the success story of 2G was the provision 

of only new services over 2G.  

User Friendlines: 
4G aims at providing myriad of services to the end users 

at high peed. The applications develop to avail these 

services should be highly user friendly minimizing the 

interaction between the application and the user. For 

example: integration of speech recognition technology in 

the user interface would ease the use of application for 

every layman. 

User Personalization: 
High data transfer rates and ubiquitous coverage of 4G 

networks would provide users to access large repository of 

data and services. Users should have flexibility to filter 

tehse data and services as per his preferences by 

configuring the operational mode of their devices, so that 

he can pre select the service features he wants to use. For 

example: user in a mall interested in buying clothes should 

receive alerts about various discounts offers on clothes 

rather than about the other accessories. 

Terminal And Network Heterogenity: 
Terminal heterogeneity refers to different types of 

terminal in terms of size, weight, display features, power 

consumption etc. Network heterogeneity means the 

different types of access networks like WiMAX, WI-Fi, 

UMTS and so forth which differ in their coverage area, 

data rate, latency, and data loss rate. Each of these 

terminals and services cater to different user requirements. 

In 4G all these terminals and networks will provide 

common services independent of their capabilities. This is 

also called service personalization. 

High Performance: 
Low transfer rates of 3G restrict the user’s ability to 

take advantage of rich multimedia contents across the 

wireless network. 4G is expected to provide wireless 

download speeds of about 1Gbps in LAN and 100Mbps in 

WAN about 260 times greater than 3G wireless networks. 

Lower Power Consumption: 
Battery technology has not been able to keep pace with 

the growing telecom industry. 2G devices required one 

battery while 3G required two batteries. Battery drain is 

persistent problem of wireless devices. 4G aims at 

breaking this directly proportional rule. Shorter communi-

cation is one of the few solutions proposed to cater to this 

this requirement. 

Low Cost: 
4G is designed to be spectrally efficient with no 

requirement to buy costly extra spectrum. It is not 

development of a completely new system rather built on 

top of existing network. 4G will also support backward 

compatibility with 2G and 3G devices. All these factors 

will make 4G much cheaper than the current generation 

networks. 

 

III. 4G NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
 

This new generation of wireless is intended to 

complement and replace the 3G systems, perhaps in 5 to 

10 years. Accessing information anywhere, anytime with a 

seamless connection to a wide range of information and 

services and receiving a alarge volume of information, 

data, pictures, videos and so on, are the keys of 4G 

infrastructures. 

The future 4G infrastructure will consist of a set of 

various networks using IP as a common protocol so that 

uses are in control because they will be able to choose 

every application and environment. Based on the develop-

ing trends of mobile communication. 

4G will have broader bandwidth, higher data rate, and 

smoother and quicker handoff and will focus on ensuring 

seamless service across a multimedia of wireless systems 

and networks. The key concept is integrating the 4G 

capabilities with all of the existing mobile technologies 

through advanced technologies. 

 

 
Fig. (1) 

 

Application adaptability and being highly dynamic are 

the main features of 4G services of interest to users. These 

features means services can be delivered and be available 

to the personal preference of different users and support 

the users traffic, air interface, radio environment, and 

quality of service. Connection with the network applica-

tion can be transferred into various forms and levels 

correctly and efficiently. The dominant methods of access 

to this pool of information will be mobile telephone, PDA, 

and laptop to seamlessly access the voice communication, 

high speed information services and entertainment 

broadcast services. Above figure illustrates elements and 

techniques to support the adaptability of 4G domain. 
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Fig. (2) 

 

The fourth generation will encompass all systems from 

various networks, public to private, operator-driven 

broadband networks to personal areas, and ad hoc 

networks. The 4G systems to interoperate with 2G and 3G 

systems, as well as with digital broadcasting systems. In 

addition, 4G will be fully IP based wireless internet. This 

all-encompassing integrated perspective shows the broad 

range of systems that the fourth generation intends to 

integrate, from satellite broadband to high altitude 

platform to cellular 3G and 3G systems to WLL and FWA 

to WLAN and PAN, all with IP as the integration 

mechanism. With 4G a range of new services and models 

will be available. These services and models need to be 

further examined for their interface with the design of 4G 

systems. Figures above demonstrate the key elements ant 

the seamless connectivity of networks. 

 

 

Fig. (3) 

  

IV. KEY TECHNOLOGIES USED IN 4G 

NETWORK 
 

The two key technologies used in 4G network are 

 WIMAX 

 LTE 

4.1 WiMAX 
WiMAX (world interoperability for microwave access) 

is being routed as the prime 4G technology. It will allow 

cell phones to download data at broadband speeds. Users 

can use their cell phone just like an efficient and fast 

computer. 

The main advantage of WIMAX is: 
 The high speed of broadband service. 

 Wireless rather than wired access, so it would be 

a lot less expensive than cable or DSL and much easier to 

extend to suburban and rural areas switching. 

 Broad coverage like the cell phone network 

instead of small Wi-Fi hotspots. 

 Thus the chief technologies used in 3G and 4G 

would be Wi-Fi and WIMAX. 4G is poised to take the 

world of mobile communication by storm. 

Introduction to WiMAX: 
WIMAX is a telecommunication 4G technology aimed 

at providing wireless data over long distances in a variety 

of ways, from point to point links to full mobile cellular 

type access. It is based on IEEE 802.16 standard, which is 

called WIRELESSMAN. WiMAX allows a user for 

example to browse internet on laptop computer without 

physically connecting laptop on wall jack. The name 

WiMAX was created by WiMAX forum, which was 

formed in June 2001. A depicted representation of 

WiMAX 4G technology is presented below 

 

 
Fig. (4) 

 

WiMAX VS WIFI: 
 The WiMAX specification provides symmetrical band-

width over many kilometres and range with stronger 

encryption and typically less interference. Wi-Fi is short 

range has WEP or WPP encryption and suffers from 

interference as in metropolitan areas where there are 

many users. 

 Wi-Fi hotspots are typically backhauled over ADSL in 

most coffee shops therefore Wi-Fi access is typically 

highly contended and has poor upload speeds between 

the router and the internet. 

 It provides connectivity between network endpoints 

without the need for direct LOS in favourable 

circumstances. The non LOS propagation performance 

requires the .16d or .16e revisions, since the lower 

frequencies are needed. It relies upon multi path signals 

somewhat in the manner of 802.11n. 

4.2 Long Term Evolution (LTE):   
LTE basically stands for long term evolution. It is a 

standard for high speed data for mobile phones & data 

terminals. It is based on GSM/UMTS to increase the speed 

& capacity. LTE is incompatible with 2G or 3G therefore 

it must be operated on separate wireless spectrum. LTE 

specification provides download peak rates of 300Mbp/s 
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and uplink peak rates of 75Mbits/s. LTE has the ability to 

manage fast moving mobiles E-UTRAN is the air interface 

of LTE. OFDMA for downlink and SC-FDMA for uplink 

to conserve power. LTE-ADVANCED also known as 4G 

wireless network. IMT-ADVANCED which is also known 

as 4G. The standard for LTE was first published in 2005 

as Rel-6 by 3GPP then LTE-A in march 2009. LTE uses 

MIMO antenna system. LTE support 4*4 whereas LTE-A 

uses 8*8 which can be used to increase peak data rates 

through BW expansion. LTE-A uses OFDM as an air 

interface. 

LTE-A Key Features: 
 LTE provides Down line data rate of 300Mbits/s and 

uplink data of 75Mbits/s. It provides mobility support 

up to 300Km/h to 500Km/h and latency as low as 5ms. 

LTE-A is based on several technology component such 

as MIMO. HETNET (Heterogeneous network). 

HETNET users can enjoy broadband expenses in cost-

effective manner.  

 In LTE-A, support of multiple antenna system is 

necessary to achieve data rate of 100Mbits/s in 

downlink and 50Mbits/s in uplink within a bandwidth of 

20 MHz with minimum requirement of 2 antennas for 

uplink and @ antennas for downlink.  

 LTE is very good. Easily deployable network techno-

logy offering high speeds & low latency over long 

distances. 

 Both technologies are technically very similar in their 

ways of transmitting signals and data rates. 

 Both LTE and WIMAX use MIMO and also OFDM. 

How  LTE Actually Works: 
LTE uses two different types of air interface one 

downlink and one for uplink. For downlink LTE uses an 

OFDMA and MIMO. Having MIMO means device has 

multiple connections to single cell which increases the 

stability of connections and reduces latency tremendously. 

It also increases the total through of connection. MIMO is 

already used in WI-FI reach speeds up to 600Mbits/s. For 

uplink LTE uses DFTS-OFDMA scheme of generating 

SC-FDMA. SC-FDMA is better for uplink because it has a 

better PAPR over OFDMA for uplink. The major 

difference between OFDMA for downlink and SC-FDMA 

for uplink is that it uses Discrete Fourier Transform on 

data to convert it into a form that can be used to transmit.  

LTE technology itself comes into two flavours FDD and 

TDD. The most common being used is FDD. FDD uses a 

separate frequency for downlink and uplink in the form of 

Band pair 

.LTE capabilities include:   
 Downlink peak data rates up to 326 Mbps with 20MHz 

bandwidth 

 Uplink peak data rates up to 86.4 Mbps with 20 MHz 

bandwidth  

 Operation in both TDD and FDD modes  

 capable bandwidth up to 20 MHz, covering 1.4 MHz, 3 

MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, and 20 MHz in the study phase 

 Increased spectral efficiency over Release 6 HSPA by 

two to four times 

 Reduced latency to milliseconds (ms) round-trip times 

between user equipment and the base station, and to less 

than 100 ms Transition time from inactive to active 

 

Table 1. Comparison Table of Various Technologies: 

 

 

V. BILLING ISSUE IN 4G NETWORK 
 

 Billing in 4G has become much more complicated 

because of 4G networks. This is mainly due to 

heterogeneity of 4G networks and the frequent interac-

tion of service providers. 

 4G feature actually promises to prove a convergent 

architecture i.e. wherever you are the network will be 

available either of home service provider or different 

provider but currently the 4G service provider are 

offering only 4G services to customers because of the 

difficulty of billing between various providers. 
 

 
Fig. (5) 

 

 As shown in above figure 4G network is able to support 

various networks which include fixed line services, 

cellular services, personal area network, local area 

networks etc. 

 If such services are being provided then user must be 

able to use all these services according to their 

requirement. 

 Complexity is an issue in such networks as how the 

billing structure will be formed for a customer. 
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VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION TO BILLING ISSUE 
 

 According to papers studied regarding the billing issue 

in 4G network, the network operator should be able to 

provide the convergent structure for the 4G customer. 

 Users who have activated 4G network on their cell 

phone should be able to use internet always which is the 

main aim of 4G network. 

 Consider user is moving to new destination where 4G 

service is unavailable to him/her in such case the 4G 

phones must be able to scan different available network 

either home operator or different operator and the 

service should be provided. 

 In some cases for ex: in a big mall free open wi-fi is 

provided to user the 4G cell phones should be able to 

scan this network and activate it on users phone and 

during this period no charges should be applicable to 

user. 

 Therefore in this proposed solution initially the user is 

first activating 4G network on his cell phone later if the 

user is travelling and there is no 4G network then the 

cell phone first scans other available networks i.e it 

checks if there is 3G network available if not it scans if 

there is 2G network is available else it just provides the 

basic services to user i.e call and text. 

 All this will be updated in home network database and a 

single bill will be provided to user. 

 The main part is all the above process will be done 

automatically no human intervention will be required. 

 Therefore user can enjoy all services without his 

intervention at any point after activating 4G plan. 

 

VII. SIMULATION AND RESULT 
 

Above proposed solution is simulated using simulation 

tool where the moment of the user is being continuously 

noticed if the user moves to a area where there is no 4G 

network available then the user immediately gets switch to 

other available network for ex if there is no 4G network 

and 3G network is available then 3G is activated else if 2G 

is available then 2G is activated. Therefore user is paying 

the amount for the type of network he/she is using. The 

simulation result are shown where initially time the user 

has used 4G, 3G and 2G network is noticed and then their 

appropriate rates are applied to user and a single bill is 

generated to user. The time shown here is considered in 

seconds. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we present a solution for the users of 4G 

networks in which they are paying additional amount for 

the unused data and are not able to utilize all services 

promised by 4G network. In this paper user will be able to 

utilize all services either of home or other service 

provider, and will be paying only for the type of data used 

i.e. 4G or 3G or 2G and billing will be made depending on 

the duration of time he/she is using the data. 
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